at Work
As a retirement plan advisor, you have access to thousands of retirement plan
participants who need help beyond their 401(k). Make the most of your access
by implementing TIFIN Plan at Work. Our platform empowers you to build trust
and deepen your relationships with prospects, a powerful tool for growing your
practice.
Plan sponsors also benefit by enhancing their services to employees to drive satisfaction and
retention, leading to a win-win relationship. Adding this additional financial wellness offering will
allow you to win new retirement plan clients and keep existing ones satisfied.
TIFIN Plan at Work allows you to deliver personalized, quality plans that recognize that goals go far
beyond retirement. Show immediate value with prospects by meeting people where they are in their
life’s journey. Answer each person’s most critical financial questions, and address issues that may get
in the way of retirement. Plan scenarios may address:
●
●
●
●
●

Emergency Funds
Debt Management
Budgeting
Family Planning
And more

The differentiator? TIFIN
Plan uses the latest in
conversational AI technology
to reach answers and create
plans in a fraction of the time
required by other platforms.

By leveraging TIFIN Plan at Work with a company’s employee base, advisors may quickly start building
trust without sacrificing the quality of their services, allowing for scalable impact.
Learn more today at TIFINWealth.com/PlanatWork

Advisory services are offered through TIFIN Grow LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. Being registered as an investment adviser
does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The information contained herein should in no way be construed or interpreted as a
solicitation to sell or offer to sell advisory services to any residents of any State where notice-filed or otherwise legally permitted. All content
is for information purposes only. It is not intended to provide any tax or legal advice or provide the basis for any financial decisions. Nor is it
intended to be a projection of current or future performance or indication of future results. Moreover, this material has been derived from
sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness and does not purport to be a complete analysis of the
materials discussed. Purchases are subject to suitability. This requires a review of an investor’s objective, risk tolerance, and time horizons.
Investing always involves risk and possible loss of capital.

